Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) 
Introduction
Surveillance and maintenance of power line assets and adjacent vegetation are critical for the reliability of electricity transmission. Vegetation touching power lines can be a risk to public safety and the environment, and one of the main causes of power supply problems. For example, vegetation intruding onto power line infrastructure has caused power outages and significant wild land fires in Canada and USA in 2003 [1, 2] . Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is an effective sensor for 3D information acquisition and has great potential to assist vegetation management in power line corridors. LIDAR data can provide more accurate geometrical information of power line corridors which could be used for selection and design of power line route, accurate detection of high-growing trees which pose risks to power line assets, and power line checking [3] .
Over the past decades, LIDAR technology has emerged from laboratory and gained popularity in many applications such as floodplain mapping, forest inventory, and urban planning [4] [5] [6] . However, automatic and effective feature extraction from LIDAR raw data remains a challenging problem. LIDAR provides data which is slightly different from raster data and therefore, image processing algorithm can not be directly applied to the processing raw LIDAR point cloud data. During the past a few years, many algorithms have been developed to process LIDAR data. These algorithms can be generally categorized to two types: 1) rasterizing the irregularly distributed point cloud so that standard image processing algorithms can be applied; 2) applying algorithms directly to raw point cloud data. Gridding LIDAR point cloud data into a raster image make it easier for processing and is widely used in the many applications [7] . However, information lost is inevitable when rasterizing point cloud data, which is especially disadvantageous for many applications.
LIDAR systems provide both elevation and intensity data records for each laser return. In theory, LIDAR intensity is defined as the ratio of the strength of reflected light to that of emitted light [8] . Studies on LIDAR have primarily focused on geometric information rather than radiometric information while the characteristics of laser intensity are not well understood [9] . However, intensity information is very useful in the classification of LIDAR point cloud data as different materials often have quite different reflectance.
In this paper, we take advantage of the LIDAR intensity and try to classify points of ground, nonground and object of interest (i.e. power lines).
Methodology
In raw LIDAR point cloud data, both bare-ground and non-ground objects generate backscatter. Ground points need to be identified and eliminated to accurately identify non-ground objects, such as power lines and trees. In this case, an efficient and accurate method for automatic segmentation of ground and object points is a critical process. Currently, most ground filtering methods are based on the assumption that natural terrain variations are gradual, rather than abrupt. Therefore, LIDAR elevation data is often used to calculate elevation differences and slopes based on pixels within a roving, two-dimensional window or along a scan line in a specified direction [10] . However, intensity data is seldom used for point classification.
In this paper, an algorithm based on a statistical analysis of the data is developed to segment object points from ground points. After that, the Hough transform is employed to discriminate power lines from other objects (i.e. vegetation).
Ground Filtering Using Statistical Analysis
According to the probability theory, a probability distribution is uniquely characterized by its moments [11] . If we interpret ground and objects as distinctly different probability distributions, moments can be used to characterise them. However, it is not an easy task to perform a rigorous statistical test to discriminate between them. Fortunately, we do not need to know the exact probability distributions that represent ground and objects. A function that yields a relative difference suffices for separation of ground and object points.
The central limit theorem states that the naturally measured samples will follow the normal distribution. Based on this idea, Bartels and Wei assumed that ground points of LIDAR data follow the normal distribution while other object points may disturb the distribution [12] . They use moments to describe the distribution of the point cloud data and separate ground and object points. In this paper, we adopt and extend this idea for identifying the objects of interest in power line corridors.
The normal distribution is uniquely characterized by its first two moments (mean and variance) [13] . However, according to our assumption that objects will not follow the normal distribution, mean and variance may not be representative measures. Therefore, higher order moments are used to characterize the distribution of object points.
Skewness is the third moment about the mean. Its probability distribution characterizes the degree of asymmetry of the distribution around its mean and is defined as below. A skewness of zero ( 0 = sk ) is indicative of a normal distribution, that is, skewness of the symmetric is zero. Negative skewness indicates dominance of valleys in the data, while positive skewness indicates dominance of peaks.
where N is the total number of the point cloud; i s is the value (e.g., height, intensity) of the th i point; μ and σ are the arithmetic mean and standard variance of all points, and they are defined as:
Kurtosis is the forth moment about the mean. This characteristic of the probability distribution measures the relative flatness or peakness of the distribution about its mean. The normal distribution has a kurtosis equal to 3. Kurtosis larger than three indicates the peakness of the distribution, while smaller than three indicates the flatness of the distribution. Figure 1 Change sequence of skewness and kurtosis. Location of A and B is the separating line between ground and object points. Object points are on the right side and the ground points are on the left side. We assume that skewness and kurtosis can describe the characteristics of the distribution of LIDAR object points and employ these two measures to identify critical values that separate ground from non-ground points. The change between ground points and object points is observed through the change sequences of skewness and kurtosis as shown in Figure 1 , which is generated as follows: first, skewness and kurtosis of the point cloud data are calculated, and then points with largest value of height or intensity are removed. Next, skewness and kurtosis of the remaining points are calculated. This procedure iterates until the data is exhausted. Bartels and Wei only used skewness measures and assumed that the points are objects if skewness is larger than 0 [12] . However, the LIDAR data is not balanced, and different scenes will have different skewness and kurtosis sequences [7] . The biggest inflection of the sequence is viewed as the position at which ground and object points are separated from each other. For example, location A of skewness curve and location B of kurtosis curve indicate the A B separating points in Figure 1 . A and B represent the number of points which are removed to calculate skewness and kurtosis. The points on the left of A and B are ground points, whereas the points on the right are object points. Thus, we can calculate the number of object points based on the total point cloud number and the location A and B as following equation. B locationA totalPnts num objectPnts num / _ _ − = (4) In this research, skewness and kurtosis are combined together as a measure to decide the threshold for discriminating ground and object points from LIDAR data. The algorithm is described as follows: Algorithm 1 Separating ground and object points Input: LIDAR raw point cloud data Output: Object points objectPnts 1: Load the raw point cloud data and remove any noisy points having much larger intensity and height values than the surrounding points 2: Calculate skewness and kurtosis change sequence on intensity values as described above, let them be skList and kuList 3: Find the last local maxima location of skList and kuList, let them be A and B respectively 4: Calculate the number of object points based on skewness and kurtosis sequence following equation (5), let them be lenA and lenB respectively 5: Sort skList and kuList ascendingly, let sorting results be skListSort and kuListSort respectively 6: Select the first lenA points in skListSort as object points objectPntsBySk respectively 7: Select the first lenB points in kuListSort as object points objectPntsByKu respectively 8: Calculate the intersection of objectPntsBySk and objectPntsByKu as final object points, objectPoints= objectPntsBySk ∩ objectPntsByKu respectively
Power Line Detection Using the Hough Transform
Vegetation and power line assets are the dominate objects in power line corridors, especially in rural areas. Therefore, after filtering the ground points, identifying power lines and vegetation become the next task. Power lines in the LIDAR point cloud do not show consistent characteristics from elevation data because power line sag often exists. An example of power line sag is show in Figure 2 . It can be seen that power lines are shown as curves rather than straight lines due to the sag. In this case, it is hard to identify points belong to power lines. However, the power lines undersideration are usually made of metal materials and thus have very consistent light reflectance. Therefore, points of power lines have similar values and approximate to straight lines in LIDAR intensity data. In this paper, we project the point cloud onto the x-y-plane to create a 2D greylevel image which has the benefit of flattening the catenary to a straight line. The pixels corresponding to the object points (obtained by our ground filtering algorithm) are set as intensity values while all other points were assigned to zero. Then an improved Hough transform is employed to detect power lines in the created 2D image.
Figure 2 An example of power line sag from LIDAR elevation data
The Hough transform is an effective tool for straight line detection. It parameterizes a line in the Cartesian coordinate to a point in the Polar coordinate based on the point-line duality using the equation.
cos( ) sin( ) x y θ θ ρ + = (5) Alternatively, this parameterization maps collinear points into a set of intersecting sinusoidal curves in the parameter space. The lines in the Cartesian coordinate can be estimated by detecting points of intersections of these curves (i.e., peaks). These peaks in the parameter space can be obtained using a voting mechanism.
The standard Hough transform incurs a high computational cost and often results in the detection of spurious lines. Moreover, the point densities of power lines are uneven and the points are not exactly collinear due to the inconsistency of data collection as well as some distortion due to the projection to 2D image. In order to minimize these negative effects, we employ an improved Hough transform developed by Fernandes and Oliveira [14] . This algorithm introduces a voting scheme to avoid the brute-force approach of one pixel voting for all potential lines. Instead, the approach operates on clusters of approximately collinear pixels by using an oriented elliptical-Gaussian kernel that models the uncertainty associated with the best-fitting line with respect to the corresponding cluster.
Experiment and Discussion
The airborne LIDAR data used in this study were Figure 3 shows our LIDAR data and three study sites for testing. Figure 3 Airborne LIDAR data over the study sites
In real applications there are many sources of noises and interference, which can affect LIDAR signals and may badly affect the measured results [15] . In our testing data, we observed that some isolated points have significant higher value than the neighbouring points but are not any type of real-world objects. Those points are considered as noise and removed. We remove those points whose intensity or height values change abruptly and much larger than that of the surrounding points.
After remove the noisy points, evaluation of the ground filtering algorithm is conducted on both LIDAR height data and intensity data. Figure 4 Object points are separated from ground points based on skewness and kurtosis sequences as described by Algorithm 1. Figure 5 compares the results on height and intensity data, in which object points are shown in blue while ground points have been removed. From visual assessment, using intensity in addition to height information improves the results of object detection drastically. Figure 5 (a) depicts the result of identifying objects using only the height data, in contrast to Figure  5 (b) where intensity is used. We note in Figure 5 (a) that some trees were not detected at all and the power lines were significantly broken. The reason is that it is harder (m) to find that point which distinguishes object points from ground points according to their skewness and kurtosis sequences on height data than intensity data as shown in Figure 4 (c) and 4(d). Our experiments demonstrate that the statistical analysis method provides a good separation of object points from ground points and using intensity information significantly improve the result.
(a) result on height data (b) result on intensity data Figure 5 Object points after using ground filtering algorithm on intensity and height data As was discussed in the previous section, power lines can show inconsistent characteristics from hight data due to power line sag. We might assume that as power lines are usually made of metal materials and have a consistent light reflectance. However, from our experiment we observed that power lines have very similar low intensity values to trees, which made it difficult to discriminate them from their intensity values. Therefore, we project the point cloud onto the x-y-plane to create a 2D grey-level image and employ Hough transform to detect power lines. The detection results shown as the red lines in Figure 6 (b) demonstrating the effectiveness of the Hough transform. However, the initial detection results are only displayed in intensity images instead of the original LIDAR point cloud. Future work is to map the detection results to original 3D data and fit the curves to power line points. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we take advantage of LIDAR intensity data and developed algorithms for LIDAR point cloud classification. A ground filtering algorithm is proposed by statistically analyzing the skewness and kurtosis of the data. After that, the Hough transform is employed to detected power lines from the filtered object points. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our methods and indicate that better object detection results were obtained by using LIDAR intensity data than elevation data.
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(a) 3D hiehgt view (b) extracted object points Figure 7 Object detection results on LIDAR intensity data over the three study sites
